
Volume Discounts

// Aidbox Products // Support Tiers

// Professional Services

Product Features Aidbox Multibox

Learn more about licensing and support here Feel supported and gain new functionalities

Let us help you to maximize the efficiency
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∞

Multitenancy (physical)

Aidbox FHIR platform as SaaS

Developer license

14-day trial

Monthly/annual fee

Annual discounts #! Get 1–3 months of Aidbox for free with support packages

# Access the source code if the vendor goes out of business

# Be insured against professional liability, omissions, cyber risks

Get the ultimate security

Tier Features Basic Professional Enterprise

Account manager

Workshops & training

Private group chat 

Data mapping

Tech video calls

Deployment & integrations 

HL7 FHIR guidance

Migration to Aidbox

Aidbox enhancements

Performance optimization

New feature release

Custom Aidbox build

2–3 licenses 15% OFF per month

30% OFF per month

negotiable

4–10 licenses

10+ licenses

Your journey with us // Implementing FHIR is easy – here’s how

3 business days, fixed price

2 business days, fixed price

time & material

time & material

time & material

time & material

Get a demo Try for free Sign contract Activate license Train your team Deploy on cloud Receive support

FHIR storage

HIPAA safeguards

Auth server & access control 

Logs & monitoring 

Integration engines

Secure APIs

Choose the right infrastructure 

for your specific needs:

Zero vendor lock-in

Key Features
Aidbox is a developer-friendly, adaptable FHIR 
platform that saves months in development time 
on your own healthcare solutions. Basically, you 
get a true FHIR backbone. Go to Aidbox website

Aidbox FHIR Platform

// Aidbox as FHIR backend

// Aidbox as CDR

// Aidbox as FHIR facade 

https://docs.aidbox.app/overview/editions-and-pricing
https://docs.aidbox.app/overview/editions-and-pricing
https://www.health-samurai.io/aidbox


Health Samurai was there at the start to 
unlock the immense potential of FHIR 
and to use it in real-world projects. 



We build Aidbox Platform, giving you 
everything you need to implement HL7® 
FHIR in a single, high-powered package. 



 health-samurai.io//

Health Samurai

100+  satisfied customers

18  years of healthcare IT development 

10  years of FHIR-first development 

Grahame Grieve 


 Health Samurai Advisor

Industry-recognized advisory

Pascal St-Onge 

Data Science Program Manager

coda19.com

Todd Stuart 

Sr. Director Data Science Engineering

ndbh.com 

Kuuipo Curry

Director, IT Data Management 

villagecare.org

The multiple features of Aidbox in 

terms of security and access 

control, its unique APIs and ease of 

implementation are major assets in 

the development of our solution

We have decided to use Aidbox due 

to its scalability, reliability, and ease 

of use. We appreciate the prompt, 

top-notch support Health Samurai 

continues to provide to our team

We were one of 10 organizations 

out of 350 that were able to hit the 

Interoperability deadline, and 

honestly, it was 100% as a result of 

working with Health Samurai

CODA-19

Customer Stories

FHIR backend /

Narus Health, a Lucent Health company, has developed 

an integrated care management platform on top of the 

Aidbox FHIR backend, supporting patient care while 

enhancing outcomes and the recovery process

FHIR backend /

Patients Know Best leverages Multibox as a FHIR 

backend to reinvent the world's first medical patient-

controlled records system, which is designed to improve 

the patient experience and access to NHS services

CDR /

Project Ronin hires Aidbox as a FHIR data platform for its 

cutting-edge cancer intelligence software, providing 

clinicians with real-time data to identify the best 

treatment plan and improve quality of life for patients 

FHIR backend /

BestNotes uses the Aidbox FHIR backend to build a 

FHIR-first version of a HIPAA compliant EHR/EMR system 

designed specifically for addiction treatment and 

behavioral health industries

FHIR backend /

BodyLogicMD has built a full-blown EHR system on top 

of the Aidbox backend in just 2 years, supporting 

hundreds of practitioners and thousands of patients in 

the field of hormone replacement therapy

Heal selects the Aidbox FHIR backend as the best match 

to develop an advanced medical care EHR system for in-

home primary care to support the health and well-being 

of the senior population

FHIR backend /

https://www.health-samurai.io
https://www.coda19.com/
http://ndbh.com
http://villagecare.org

